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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper (Santos, 1972), the author introduced the concept of 
probabilistic grammars and random languages generated by probabilistic 
grammars. Various types of probabilistic grammars were defined. Among 
them is regular probabilistic grammar. It was shown that the random lan- 
guages generated by regular probabilistic grammars are closely related to the 
random languages generable by synchronous APA. 
In the present paper, the family ~ of languages generated by regular 
probabilistic grammars with cut point A, where 0 ~ h ~ 1, is examined. 
It is shown, first of all, that ~ does not depend on the cut point h. Closure 
properties of ~a under various operations are then investigated. It is shown 
that ~ is closed under union, concatenation with regular languages, inter- 
section with regular languages, e-free regular substitutions, e-free homo- 
morphisms, e-free nondeterministic gsm mappings, inverse homomorphisms, 
and inverse sequential machine mappings. 
By considering a generalization f synchronous APA, it is shown that 
is closed under transposition. Moreover, it is shown that the family of 
stochastic languages i  a proper subfamily of ~qa. 
I I .  PRELIMINARIES 
Most of the concepts and results given below were first introduced in 
(Santos, 1972). They are included here to make the present paper self- 
contained. Although the definition of random languages generated by regular 
probalistic grammars given below differs from the one given in (Santos, 
1972), it can be shown that they are equivalent. 
* Works reported herein are supported in parts by the University Research Counci l  
of  Yungstown State University. 
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DEFINITION. Let X and Y be nonempty sets. A random function F from 
X into Y is a function from Y × X into [0, 1] such that ~rF(y  I x) <~ 1 
for all x ~X.  I f  ~wrF(y[x)  = 1 for all x ~X,  then F is a total random 
function. 
Remark. F(y ] x) is the probability that the value of the function at x is y. 
Notation. Let C be a nonempty set. C* is the free semigroup with 
identity e generated by C and C + = C* --  {e}. Moreover, if ~ ~ C*, then 
Ig(a) denotes the length of a. 
DEFINITION. A regular probabilistic grammar (RPG) is a quadruple 
G = (T, N, P, h) where (i) T and N are disjoint finite nonempty sets; 
(ii) P is a finite collection of random functions from N into I (G)= 
{aA: a~ T and daNt_s{e}}; and (iii) h is a function from N into [0, 1] 
such that ZA~N h(A) <~ 1. 
In the above definition, T and N are respectively, the sets of terminals and 
nonterminals; P is a collection of regular probabilistic productions over 
T tA N; and h(A) is the probability that A is the start symbol of G. 
DEFINITION. A random language f over C is a function from C* into 
[0, 1]. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (I", N, P, h) be a RPG and C = T U N. 
(1) For every p ~P,  we associate the function fo from C* × C* 
into [0, 1], where 
~O(~" t A) if a = aA, fl = aT, and aE T* 
to otherwise. 
(2) For every ~ ~ P*, we associate the function fc from C* × C* into 
[0, 1] defined inductively as follows: 
t l  if ~ = fi, /~(P I o<) to if ~ =/= fi; 
f~o(/? I c<) = ,F__. /¢(r ] c<)fo(P I y). 
'l'~ C*  
(3) fc is a function from T '~ into [0, 1] such that 
fa(c~) = Lub y '  h(A)f~(o~ I A), 
~eP* A~N 
where Lub stands for least upper bound. 
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Remark. fc(fl t ~) is the probability that/3 can be obtained from a by the 
derivation ~ and fc(a) is the probability that ~ is generated by G. Clearly, 
f~ is a random function from C* into C*. 
Note that if G is a RPG, thenfa(e ) -~ O. 
The following theorem was proven in (Santos, 1972). 
Trmom.:M 2.1. Let f be a random language over T. I f  f = fa 1 for some 
RPG G1, then f = fG~for some RPG G 2 = ( T, N, P, h) where every p E P is 
a total random function from N into I(G2), and h(Ao) = 1 for some .d o ~ N. 
Notation. Let G=(7 ,  N ,P ,h )  be a RPG. If h(.do)= 1 for some 
.do ~ N, then we shall also write G = (T, N, P, .do). 
DEFINITION. A synchronous APA is specified by a sextuple M = 
(U, S, V, p, h, g), where U, S, and V are finite nonempty sets; p is a random 
function from U × S into S × V; and h and g are functions from S into 
[0, 1] such that~s~s h(s) ~ 1. 
In the above definition, U, S, and V are, respectively, the input, state, and 
output sets. p(s', v ] u, s) is the conditional probability that the next state of 
M is s' and output symbol v is produced given that the present state of M is 
s and input symbol u is applied, h(s) and g(s) are, respectively, the probability 
that s is the initial state of M and s is a final state of M. 
DEI~INITIO~. Let M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) be a synchronous APA. 
(1) pM is a function from S × V* × U* × S into [0, 1] such that for 
everys ' , s"~S,  u E U, v ~ V, x ~ U*, andy~V* ,  
and 
PM( s', Y [ x, s') = 0 if lg(x) :# lg(y), 
l~ ifif s' " s ,  =# pm(s", e l e, s') = 
pl~(s", vy [ ux, s') = ~, p(s, v ] u, s') pm(s", y Ix, s). 
s~S 
(2) F m is a function from V* × U* into [0, 1] where 
FM(y Ix) = ~ h(s) pM(s', y t x, s) g(s'). 
8~8t~S 
Remark. pM(s", y [ X, s') is the conditional probability that M will be in 
state s" and produce output string y given that the present state of M is s' 
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and input string x is applied. FU(y I x) is the probability that M will produce 
y when x is applied. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a random function from X into Y. 
(I) The random domain D(F) ofF  is a function from X into [0, 1] such 
that for every x a X,  D(F)(x) = ~r  F (y  I x). 
(2) The random range R(F) of f  is a function from Y into [0, 1] such 
that for every y ~ Y, R(F)(y) = Lubx~x F (y  I x). 
It is clear that if M is a synchronous APA, then F M is a random function 
from U* into V*, and D(F M) and R(F M) are random languages over U and V, 
respectively. Using the terminologies given in (Scott, 1967), the class of all 
F g is the class of all random functions computable by synchronous APA, the 
class of all D(F M) is the class of all random languages acceptable by syn- 
chronous APA, and the class of all R(F M) is the class of all random languages 
generable by synchronous APA. 
The following theorem was established in (Santos, 1972): 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f be a random language over T. 
(a) I f  f = fa for some RPG G, then F = R(F M) for some synchronous 
APA M = (U, S, V, p, h,g), where p is a total random function from S × U 
into V x S; h(sl) ~ I for some sI c S; and there exists ~ ~ S such that g(s2) ~- 1 
and g(s) = 0 for all s C~ s 2 . 
(b) f ~ R(F M) for some synchronous APA 3 I  if[ there exists RPG G 
such that for every ~ ~ T +, f (a)  = fG(~). 
Notation. Let M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) be a synchronous APA. I f  h(sl) -~ 1 
for some s 1 E S; and there exists s 2 ~ S such that g(s2) = 1 and g(s) = 0 for 
all s =/= s2, then we shall also write M = (U, S, V, p, s l ,  s2). 
HI .  REGULAR PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
In this section, we shall investigate the family of regular probabilistic 
languages. Some basic properties of this family are established. 
Notation. Let 0 ~< A < 1 and f a random language over T. L(f ,  A) = 
{~ ~ T*: f (~)  > h}. Moreover, L(G, h) = L( fc ,  A) anaL(M, A) = L(R(FM), ~) 
where G is a RPG and M is a synchronous APA. 
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Notation. Let 0 ~< A < 1. ~a ={L:L  =L(G,h)  for some RPG G} 
and 5ea0 ={L:L  =L(M,A)  for some synchronous APAM}. Moreover, 
~a = Uo<a<l ~¢~ and ~o = Uo<~<l 4 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0 <~ h < 1. L ~ ~eao if fL -- {e} e ~a.  
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.2. 
DEFINITION. A regular phrase structure grammar is a quadruple G = 
(T, N,  P, Ao), where T and N are disjoint finite nonempty sets; P is a finite 
collection of regular productions of the form A I--~ aA2, where A 1 ~ N, 
A 2 ~ N U {e), and a E T; and A 0 e N. The language L(G) generated by G 
is defined in the usual manner [1]. 
Notation. ~ = {L : L = L(G) for some regular phrase structure gram- 
mar G}, i.e., ~ is the family of all e-free regular languages. 
THEOREM 3.2. ~ C_ ~ for all 0 <<. h < 1. 
Proof. Suppose L e :~. Then L = L(G) for some regular phrase structure 
grammar G = (T, N, P, Ao). For each t = (A 1 --* aA~) ~ P, we associate 
the regular probabilistic production p, where 
p,(~- I A) ~0 otherwise. 
Let G=(T ,N ,P ' ,Ao)  where P '={p, : teP} .  
Moreover, for every a E T*, 
fa,(~) = l l  if ~z~L(G), 
if c~ 6L(G). 
Clearly, G is a RPG. 
Thus, L = L(G', ~) for all 0 ~< h < 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. "~PO = "~" 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that ~ C ~0- Thus it suffices to show 
that ~0C:~2. Let L =L(G,O)  for some total RPG G=(T ,N ,P ,  Ao). 
Define G' = (T, N, P' ,  A0) where P '  consists of all regular productions of 
the form A 1 -+ aA~ where for some p ~ P, p(aA~ ] A1) > 0. Clearly, G' is a 
regular phrase structure grammar. Moreover, it can be shown that for every 
a e T*, a eL(G')  ifff~(a) > 0. Thus, L = L(G'). 
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LEMMA 3.4. ~o C_ ~o for all 0 < ~ < )t~ < 1. 
Proof. Let L = L(M1, A1), where M 1 = (U, S, V,p,  h 1 ,g) is a syn- 
chronous APA. Define M~ : (U, S, V, p, hz, g), where h~(s) = (A2/A1)hl(s ) 
for all s ~ S. Clearly, 21/12 is a synchronous APA. Moreover, R(FM2)(o~) = 
()t~/)t~) R(FM~)(a) for all a e V*. Thus, L = L(M~, Ze). 
LEMMA 3.5. 5f°~ ~---'~2 for all 0 "( /~1 < '~2 < 1. 
Proof. Let L =L(MI ,A I ) ,  where M 1 =(U1,S1 ,V ,  p l ,h l ,g l )  is a 
synchronous APA. Let s o 6 $1, Sz = $1 va {So} , U 1 = {ul, us,... , u,~}, V = 
{%, % ,..., %}, and ~7 : (~s - -  ~1)/( t - -  A1). Define 
where 
m 2 : (U2, $2, V, pz, hs,g2) 
U 2 = {u,~ : i = 1, 2,..., m and j = 1, 2,..., n), 
and 
p2(s , , ,v~lu j~,s , ) : l ! ( s " 'v~lu j ' s ' )  
h2(s) = l (1- -  ~) hl(s) 
lg(s) if S@So,  
gs(s) 
if s ---= So. 
if s' : / : s  o ,s"  =#s o, 
if s' =s"=s  o andk=i ,  
otherwise; 
if S @ So, 
if S :So ;  
Clearly, M s is a synchronous APA. Moreover, for x = us,~luy2~2 ". u~,~, ~ Us* 
and y : vqv~2 "'" vi, ~ V~*, 
l(1 - -  ~l)FMl(y Ix) + 
PM2(y l x) = (1 ~l)FM~(y l x ) 
if k l= i l , k  2=i  2, . . . ,k  r = i t ,  
otherwise. 
Therefore, for every y ~ V2* , R(FM~)(y) = (1 - -  ~7) R(FM1)(Y) + ~ since 
0 < ~ < 1. Thus, L =L(M2,12) .  
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 yields 
THEOREM 3.6. ~oo = 4o  and ~ = ~ for all 0 < ~ < 1. 
643/23/I-5 
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IV. CLOSURE PROPERTIES OF ~o AND ~ocfl 0 
In this section, we shall examine the closure properties of oLf and ~f0 under 
various operations. It is shown that ~f and 5¢ ° are closed under union, 
concatenation with regular languages, intersection with regular languages, 
e-free regular substitutions, e-free homomorphisms, e-free nondeterministic 
gsm mappings, inverse homomorphisms, and inverse sequential machine 
mappings. 
THEOREM 4.1. L~ a and ~o are closed under union. 
Proof. Let Li = L(Gi ,  A), where Gi = (Ti,  N i ,  P i ,  Ai), i = 1, 2, are 
RPG. Without loss of generality, we may assume that T 1 ~ N~ = T~ n N t = 
Nt  n Ne = ~ (empty set). Let T = T t t3 T2, N o = N t t3 N2, Ao ~ T ~3 No, 
and N = N o t.) {Ao}. For every Pi ~ P i ,  i = 1, 2, we associate two regular 
probabilistic productions p( and p" over T W N where 
pi'(aA" ] A') = IPO i(aA" l A')  if A'  E N i ,  A"  c Ni td {e}, and a e Ti,  
otherwise; 
and 
p"(aA"i. [A')  = IPO i(aA" ] Ai) if A' = Ao , A" e Ni w {e }, andaeT i ,  
otherwise. 
Define G = (T, N, P, A0), where P is the collection of all Pi' and p",  i = 1, 2. 
Clearly, G is a RPG. Moreover, for every ~ ~ T+,fc(o 0 = Max{fal(a),f%(o~)}. 
Thus L 1 ~3L 2 = L(G, ~). This shows that 5q is closed under union. By 
Theorem 3.1, so is ~Lf °. 
Notation. LtL 2 = {o~fi : o~ ~ Lx, fi ~ L2}. 
LEMMA 4.2. ~¢ is closed under concatenation with e-free regular languages. 
Proof. LetL  1 = L(GI , A) andL 2 ~ L(G2), where G t = (T t , Nt  , P1, ht) 
is a RPG and G~ = (T 2 , N2, P~, Ao) is a regular phrase structure grammar. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that T 1 (~ N~ = T 2 n N t 
NtC~N~= ~.  Let T= T twT2 and N=NtwN2.  For every peP1 ,  
we associate the regular probabilistic production p' over T u N where 
(p(aA 2 [ A1) for all A t ,  As ~ N1, a ~ TI ,  
p'(aAulAt)  = IP(a]A1) for all A tEN I ,aET  1 ,A  s =A o, 
o otherwise. 
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For every t = (A1--* aA2)eP~,  we associate the regular probabilistic 
production Ot over T U N where 
~1 if A =Al , .=aA~,  
p~('r l A)  
~o otherwise. 
Define G = (T, N, P, h), where P = {p' : p 6 P1} L; {Pt : t ~ P~} and 
{hi(A ) if A aN i ,  
h(A) 
~o otherwise. 
Clearly, G is a RPG. Moreover, it can be shown that for every c~ a T*, fa(a ) = 
Lubfc~(fi), where the Lub ranges over all 13 where ~ = fly for some y ~L(Gz). 
Thus L1L 2 = L(G, A) ~ oW. In a similar manner, we can show that L~L 1 ~ Lz ~. 
THEOREM 4.3. ~W and ~9 °° are closed under concatenation with regular 
languages. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 4.2 and Theorems 4.1, 3.1, and 3.2. 
THEORE~vl 4.4. 5¢ and oW ° are closed under intersection with regular lan- 
guages. 
Proof. Let i = 1, 2 and Li -~ L (Mz ,  A), where 
M~ ---- (U,  , S i  , V~ , p~ , s~ , ~) 
are synchronous APA. Moreover, for each (s, u)~ $2 × U2, there exists a 
unique (so, %) ~ S 2 × Vsueh thatp2(s0, v0 f u, s) = 1 andp2(s', v r u, s) = 0 
for all (s', v) @ (So, %), i.e., L 2 is regular. Let 
M = (U, S, V, p, (h,  s2), (~1, ~2)), 
where U= U a × U2, S - -S  1 × $2, V :  V 1U V~ and for every si', 
s~'~Si ,  u i~ U, i : 1,2, and v~ U, 
rt ! p((s l ,  sz) , v l(Ul, uz) , (q ,  sz')) 
_~ l(sl , v [ ul , s~ ) p2(s2 , v ] u2 , s2' ) if v a V~ n V~ , 
otherwise. 
It can be verified that for every y ~ g*,  R(FM)(y) =- [R(FM~)(y)][R(FM2)(y)], 
where it is understood that R(FMO(y)= 0 if y ~ V~*, i = 1, 2. Thus 
L 1 n L 2 -~ L(M,  A). This shows that G a° is closed under intersection with 
regular languages. By Theorem 3.1, so is 5C 
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THEOREM 4.5. I lL1 ~ ~(~¢o) and L 2 ~ .~, then L1 _ L2 ~ ~¢(~q~o). 
Proof. L 1 - - L  2 ~ L 1 c~ L ( ,  where L 2' is the complement of L 2 which 
is also a regular language. Thus, by Theorem 4.4, L 1 --  L~ ~ ~¢(oW°). 
DEFINITION. For each a ~ T, let T~ be a finite nonempty set and 
4)(a) C Ta*. Let 4)(e) ~ {e} and 4)(aa) = 4)(a) 4)(c¢) for every a ~ T and x ~ T*. 
Then 4) is called a substitution. I f  L C T*, then 4)(L) ---- {.)~L4)(a). In case 
~(a) consists of a single word in T~*(Ta +) for each a ~ T, then 4) is regarded as 
a function from T* into ((.Ja~T T~)* and is called a homomorphism. A sub- 
stitution (homomorphism) is e-free iff e 6 ¢(a) for all a ~ T. 
DEFINITION. A class of languages ~f'  is closed under (e-free) regular 
substitution iff for every L ___ T* in oW' and any substitution 4) such that 4)(a) 
is an (e-free) regular language for all a ~ T, the language 4)(L) is in ~ ' .  
THEOREM 4.6. ~'  and ~o are closed under e-free regular substitutions. 
Proof. Let L -~L(G,  A), where G = (T, N, P, r0) is a RPG, and for 
every a E T. Let 4)(a) ~- L(Ga), where G a -~ (Ta, Na,  Pa, Aa) is a regular 
phrase structure grammar. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
T~Na=T~nN- - - -Ta~N~=Na~Nb=4)  for all a, b~T,a=/=b.  
For each q e (Ja~r N~ U {e} and r ~ N, we associate the abstract symbol Aqr • 
Let T O = (Ja~r T~ and N O ---- {Aq~ : q ~ (3~v N~ ~ {e} and r ~ N}. For each 
p ~ P and w = (ql -+ alq2) ~ [.)~r P~, we associate the regular probabilistie 
production flu over T o t.) No, where 
~w('r ] Aqr)  = IPO (qlrl ] r) if "r ~ alAq2rl , q ~- e, 
otherwise. 
For each w =- (ql -~ alq2)~ (Ja~ Pa, we associate the regular probabilistic 
production p~ over T O No, where 
p~(~" ] Aqr)----i10 
if T = a lAq2r ,  q ~ q l ,  
otherwise. 
Let G ~- (To, No, Po , A,ro), where 
o U  I I o:o U'a 1 
a~T a~T 
It  can be shown that 4)(L) = L(G o , )t). Thus .W is closed under e-free regular 
substitution. By Theorem 3.1, so is o~f °. 
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COROLLARY 4.7. 5¢ and £fo are closed under e-free homomorphisms. 
DEFINITION. A nondeterministic gsm is a quintuple N = ( U, S, V, H, so) ,
where U, S, and V are finite nonempty sets of input, state, and output 
symbols, respectively, H _C S × U <9 {e} × V* × S and s o e S. I f  
HC_ S × Ut3{e} × V + × S, 
then N is e-free. 
DEFINITION. Let N = (U ,S ,  V ,H ,  so) be a nondeterministic gsm. 
For each x × U*, let N(x) be the set of words y ~ V* with the property that 
there exist x 1 , x 2 ,..., x k ~ U*, Yl , Y2 ,..., Yk ~ V* and s 1 , s~ ,..., s~ ~ S such 
that x = XlX 2 "" x~ , y = Yl , Y2 ,..., Ye and (si , Xi+l , yi+l , si+l) ~ H for 
each i, 0 ~ i ~ k --  1. Moreover, for each L _C U*, let N(L) = Ue~u* N(x) 
and for eachL C V*, let N-I(L) = {x ~ U*: N(x) n L v~ 2@ 
THEOREM 4.8. S and ~o are closed under e-free nondeterministic gsm 
mappings, i.e., i f  L E &a(&¢o) and N an e-free nondeterministic gsm, then 
N(L) ~ 5~(~q~°). 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.4. and 4.6. and the proof of 
Theorem 3.3.1 in [1, p. 92]. 
THEOREM 4.9. ~¢ and S o are closed under inverse homomorphisms, i.e., zf¢ 
is a homomorphism from U* into V* and L ~ V* is in S(S° ) ,  then 6-1(L) = 
{x ~ v*: ¢(x) eL) + ~e(so). 
Proof. Consider the e-free nondeterministic gsm N = (U, {So} , V, H, so) ,
where g = {(So, ¢(u), u, So) : u e U}. Clearly N(L)  = ¢-1(L) --  {e}. Thus, by 
Theorems 3.1. and 4.8, ~-I(L) ~ ~z°(~Q-c~°). 
DEFINITION. A sequential machine is a sextuple (U, S, V , f ,g ,  so) where 
U, S, V are finite nonempty sets. f is a function from S × U into S, g is a 
function from S × U into V, and s o E S. 
Notice that a sequential machine is an e-free nondeterministic gsm 
(g ,  S, V ,H ,  so) where g = {(s ,u,g(s ,u) , f (s ,u) )  : s~S,  u~ U}. 
THEOREM 4.9. Lf  and ~o -~° are closed under inverse sequential machine 
mappings, i.e., i f  L ~ 5f  ( S °) and N is a sequential machine then N- I (  L ) ~ S(  So) .  
Proof. Let N = (U, S, V , f ,g ,  So) be a sequential machine and L ___ V* 
in S .  Consider the e-free nondeterministic gsm N '  = (V, S, U, H, So) , where 
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H = {(s, g(s, u), u, f(s, u)) : s ~ S, u ~ U}. Clearly, N'(L) = N-I(L). Thus, by 
Theorem 4.8, N- I (L )e~.  This shows that ~o97 is closed under inverse 
sequential machine mappings. By Theorem 3.1, so is 5¢ °. 
V. GENERALIZED APA 
In this section, a generalization of synchronous APA is considered. It is 
shown that the family of languages generable by generalized APA coincides 
with ~0.  This result enables us to establish the fact that ~ and ~0 are closed 
under transposition and that the family of stochastic languages is a proper 
subfamily of ~W °. 
DEFII~ITION. A generalized APA is specified by a sextuple M = 
(U, S, V, p, h, g), where U, S, and V are finite nonempty sets, p is a real- 
valued function with domain S × U × V × S, and h and g are real-valued 
functions with domain S. 
Given a generalized APA M, the functionF M, D(F M) and R(F m) are defined 
as in Section II. Of course, F u may no longer be a random function, and 
D(F M) and R(F M) may no longer be random languages. 
Notation. Let A be a real number and M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) a generalized 
APA: 
L(M, A) = {~ e V* : R(FM)(o~) > A}. 
By a construction similar to that given in (Turakainen, 1968), it can be 
shown that 
THEOREM 5.1. For each real number Aand generalized APA M,L( M,A ) ~°.  
Notation. Let LCV* .  Then L r ={~T:aeL} ,  where e r = e and 
(vy) T = yrv for all v e V and y 6 V*. 
THEOREM 5.2. 5¢ and .~_q~o are closed under transposition, i.e., L e £,¢(~W °)
implies L T e =~cp(~po). 
Proof. Let L = L(M, A) for some synchronous APA M = (U, S, V, p, h, g) 
and 0~A<I .  Let M'=(U,S ,V ,p ' ,g ,h )  where p'(s",vlu, s ' )~  
p(s', v ] u, s"). Clearly, L r = L(M', A). Thus, by Theorem 5.1, L r ~ ~W °. 
DEFINITION. A probabilistic automaton may be specified by a quintuple 
A = (U, S, p, h, g), where U and S are finite nonempty sets of input symbols 
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and states, respectively; p is a function from S × U × S into [0, 1] such 
that ~s,~sp(s' [ u, s) = 1 for all u E U and s ~ S; h is a function from S into 
[0, 1] such that ~s h(s) = 1 ; and g is a function from S into [0, 1]. The 
language L(A, 2,) accepted by A with cut point A where 0 ~ 2, < 1 is defined 
in the usual manner. 
DEFINITION. L is a stochastic language iff L = L(A, ~t) for some proba- 
bilistic automaton A and 0 ~ A < 1. 
The  following theorems follow from results established in (Santos, 1972); 
THEOREM 5.3. Let L CC_ U*. L is a stochastic language iff L = {x ~ U* : 
D(FM)(x) > A} for some synchronous APA M and 0 ~ )~ < 1. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let L C T*. 
(a) I f L  = L(G, h), where G = (T, N, (P0}, h) is a RPG andO ~ h < 1, 
then L is a stochastic language. 
(b) I f L  = L(M, ~) for some synchronous APA M = ({u0} , S, T, p, h, g) 
and 0 <~ A < 1, then L is a stochastic language. 
We shall show that the converse of Theorem 5.4(b) is also valid. 
THEOREM 5.5. L is a stochastic language iff L -~ L(M, A) for  some 
0 ~ A < 1 and synchronous APA M with a single input symbol. 
Proof. Let L =L(A,A) ,  where A -~ (V, S ,p ,h ,g )  is a probabilistic 
automaton and 0 ~ A < 1. Let M '  = ({Uo} , S, V, p', g, h), where 
p'(s", v I Uo , s') = p(s" I v, s'). 
Clearly, M '  is a generalized APA and L = L(M',  A). It  follows from the 
constructions used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 that L has the desired 
property. 
Since it is known (Turakainen, 1970) that the family of stochastic languages 
is not closed under concatenation with regular languages therefore by 
Theorems 4.3 and 5.5, we have 
THEOREM 5.6. The family of stochastic languages is a proper subfamily 
of ~o. 
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